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September 21st – 24th - 2017 
Vermibus – In Absentia 
An In4Art Spotlight Exhibition with Open Walls Gallery 
 
 
 

 
 
In Absentia is a spotlight exhibition at the In4Art project Space in Amsterdam to 
launch artist Vermibus in the Netherlands. It is programmed as part of the Unseen 
City Programme as a show that pushes the boundaries of photography in 
unexpected and provocative ways. It includes works on paper and video, enriched 
with an in depth program to actually hear the story of the artist. The exhibition reveals 
the recent developments in Vermibus’s work. In Absentia shows how, through 
reengineering photography, real beauty can be unveiled. 

Typically working from a notion on mental pollution and acting as an art activist, 
Vermibus has chosen fashion or advertising photography as the ideal canvas. 
Employing a self-devised solvent-based technique on glossy images, the artist 
dissolves the printed colors, alters the original image, allowing glimpses of the initial 
meaning to remain as a base for his message. He appropriates the image, but 
rejects its idea and therefore - inverts it. The final result is the exposure of truth 
behind the artificial beauty, the sheer ugliness of the dehumanized, aggressive brand 
advertising. 
 
For the past five years, Vermibus has been developing his practice of appropriation 
and revelation intensively. He is opposing the unrealistic beauty paradigm and 
provides an alternative outlook. Exploring the issues of identity, consumerism and 
imposed beauty standards, Vermibus has been an active member of the public art 
scene since 2011. His background in street art and photography contributed to the 
definition of his adbusting practice, defined by a highly recognizable expression. 

Vermibus’ creative process includes collecting and appropriation of public advertising 
posters which he intervenes upon, followed by reinstalling them to their original or 
approximate location in public. He hunts for fashion ads featuring beautiful, but fake 
models. 
 
The exhibition is located in a residential area. Giving the show an extra dynamic. 
How do street and public art resonate in a residential home? No white cube setting. 
A living environment to be surrounded with art. Leading to unexpected encounters 
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and combinations. Supported by an intense program, giving the audience the 
possibility to get acquainted with Vermibus, his vision and technique.  
 
In4Art believes that to make meaningful connections between talented artists and a 
new audience of potential collectors and patrons, stories need to be told. Stories that 
show the radical potential, the thorough research and the spark of change. In4Art 
Spotlights are created to support and promote artists from the In4Art Collection and is 

part of the artist incubation track. The artist is offered the project space to launch 
attention and create connections in the Netherlands. In4Art included two works of 
Vermibus in her Collection. 
 
The show is curated by Guillaume Trotin from Open Walls gallery. OPEN WALLS 
Gallery is focused on Public Art and presentation of curated solo and group 
exhibitions throughout the year.  
 
Vermibus (b. 1987, Palma de Mallorca, Spain) currently lives and works in Berlin, 
Germany. His most notable adbusting series are “Unmasking Kate”, “Dissolving 
Europe”, and most recently, “Unveiling Beauty” with interventions conducted in New 
York, Paris, London and Milan. He is represented by the Open Walls Gallery in Berlin 
and the Galería Carles Tache in Barcelona. 
 
Vermibus will be present on Saturday 23rd and 24th and will give an artist talk and 
guided tours. Furthermore, keep an eye on the public space- you might just run into 
him doing an public intervention. 
 

 

For further inquiries please contact Open Walls Gallery at  
guillaume@openwallsgallery.com or at +49 30 22355435. For press enquires on 
In4Art please contact lija@in4art.eu or call +31 6 149 27 555 
 
#vermibus 
#in4art 
#openwallsgallery 
#unseencityprogramme 
 
Web: http://www.in4art.eu/spotlights/vermibus/ 
Instagram: @In4Art 
Facebook: in4art 
 
 
Opening hours: 
Thursday 21st – Sunday 24th : 13.00- 20.00 
Saturday evening open until 22.00 
Artist Talk 23rd at 20.00 
Guided Tour 24th at 14.00 & 16.00 
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